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EMAIL
To:

Lee Merritt, Esq. & Chris Stewart, Esq.

From:

Clifton Jackson, Founder of Oyezzz

RE:

BEHIND THE EYES OF LIKE AHMAUD ARBERY & GLYNN COUNTY, GEORGIA SCANDALS

Although unorthodox, this message was intended to be copied to Bakari Sellers, Anquan Boldin, Akeem Baker,
Kim Kardashian, T.I., Meek Mill, Van Jones, Gayle King, Yandy Smith, Reform Alliance, Kirk Frost, Scrapp
DeLeon & Wyatt McCastle
Dear Mr. Merritt & Mr. Stewart …
I truly appreciated your recent CNN interview regarding the lynching of Ahmaud Arbery.
Collectively, you guys agreed that their needs to be a DOJ investigation into every layer of the handling of
Arbery death and subsequent murder charges that Glynn County, Georgia clearly never wanted to file.
As true its apparent without the Arbery video that eventually went viral Ahmaud death would have been buried
amid so many other layers of judicial corruption that continues to handcuff America and primarily black &
brown individuals and communities.
Unfortunately for Ahmaud Arbery lynchers, in the era of smart phones, social media, etc., the old saying; "for
every window there is a pair of eyes" holds very true.
In the Arbery case, why did the video recorder record the lynching but not report it? Was this some type of
trophy recording? In short, their are a abundance of questions that the public nor the Arbery's will never get the
true answers to.
However, like in Ahmaud Arbery case and the additional nonviolent case that I will refer to, the video proof
exposes a level of truth that cannot be contested not even by the judicial community themselves once
introduced to the eyes of public opinion & public perception.
Important to note, like the Arbery case, the video proof and overall ramifications I'm introducing everyone to via
this same Titles & Tributes Library is far greater then any one individual, case, culture or community.
Here, the same corruptive natures that attempted to coverup Ahmaud Arbery lynching and the active practices
of covering up constitutional violations is very much alive throughout our judicial and American communities.
A valid question for black & brown individuals and communities throughout America is do we have to be
lynched or murdered first to be heard or understand the overall ramifications for such corruptive levels?

As we all know the law does not allow the judicial communities to break the law to catch alleged law breakers.
In fact per our civil rights and constitutional protections the mentioned is absolutely forbidden.
Here via this Titles & Tributes Library, the 1st Breaking News will easily guide you through the 2nd Breaking
News. All the necessary proof is avail for you here in the Legal Documents Library as well, there are no hidden
smoking guns.
Like in the Arbery case, the Ohio State Trooper dash cam video is the star key witness here. Under State &
constitutional protections abroad, corruption nor its active ingredients, the ends can never justify the means.
Just as important as all the accountability factors surrounding the Arbery lynching, we must also address the
active corruption supported by the Oyezzz video, which are active practices throughout black & brown
communities throughout America.
Collectively, both the Ahmaud Arbery & Oyezzz videos supports why Glynn County, Georgia & so many other
judicial communities not limited to Lorain County, Ohio implements there own levels of justice in violations of
civil rights and constitutional violations.
As a society if we don't address the active practices of fabricating arrest reports and judicial processes, in
short, the double standards of justice these Ahmaud Arbery type of lynchings and coverups will continue.
I'm confident via your collective voices, if not directly indirectly we can make sufficient noise to make a
difference.
Also, you guys (besides Sellers I believe, to date I follow and tag you all, all the time), be sure to click on your
social media (s/m) icons of choice to follow, like & share Oyezzz s/m platforms. The Oyezzz Press ITL Library
is also a growing neighborhood of injustices.
You guys can contact me directly per the contact section of Oyezzz.com. Thank you all for your times,
attentions and reviews. In anticipation and respectfully submitted,
Clifton Jackson

